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Exalead CloudView for Retail
Transform Your Information Cloud into
a Decisive Market Advantage

Information as Competitive Advantage
Exalead CloudView is a groundbreaking information access platform that helps retailers
better exploit the information assets they already own in order to differentiate themselves in the marketplace and reduce operating costs.
Deployed rapidly and non-intrusively alongside existing systems, CloudView uses
advanced search engine indexing and semantic processing to deliver:
• One-Stop information Retrieval
Provides a single point of access to all resources – without painful data or systems
integration – for maximum customer responsiveness and staff efficiency
• Integrated, Real-Time Business Analytics
Extracts real-time intelligence from siloed systems (and the Web) and integrates it
into day-to-day work processes for smarter, more timely decision-making
• Multi-Channel Commerce
Delivers the information infrastructure and agile application framework needed for a
seamless and engaging cross-channel customer experience.

Top 50 Retailers Achieve High
Impact Results in Just Weeks
with CloudView:
• A hypermarket chain is boosting
profitability by integrating key product
performance metrics into a dragand-drop 3D merchandising (planogram) system.
• A supercenter chain is ramping up
customer analytics and segmentation
with unlimited drill down on millions
of daily cash register receipts, along
with the ability to cross-reference
receipt details with loyalty program
data.
• A retail cooperative is boosting group
cohesion (and bargaining power) with
one-stop global access to corporate,
product and store information.
• The online discount shopping arm of
a leading retail group is leveraging
user-centered search and navigation,
industrialized merchandising and
semantic Web/database mash-ups
to boost its conversion rate, increase
average cart size, and improve
cross-selling and upselling - all while
lowering costs

1) One Stop Information Retrieval

BENEFITS

An Instant Bridge for Information Silos

• Expand information access

The CloudView platform uses advanced search engine indexing and semantic processing
to meaningfully aggregate cross-silo data, whether structured (like database content) or
unstructured (like email and documents). As a result, corporate, store and/or warehouse
staff can benefit from a holistic view of information without having to consult multiple
applications.

• Cut hours off search tasks

• Reduce duplicate work
• Respond quickly and accurately to
customer & partner inquiries
• Encourage discovery and collaboration

A Second-Nature Mode of Access
Standout Features
Moreover, information can be retrieved from this unified resource through a simple text
box. Due in large part to the influence of the Web, search has become the dominant mode
of retrieving and navigating information in almost all user contexts. It is therefore only
natural that search should play a central role in the retail context, where simple, rapid
access to information is a requirement, not an option. And thanks to users’ familiarity
with search, CloudView search-based applications are usable without training.

One Stop IR: Customer Successes
Système U
Supermarket Cooperative, #42 Retailer Worldwide
Système U is using CloudView to provide a single point of access to content from
file servers, content management systems (Stellent), decision dashboards, product
databases, product alerts systems and multimedia resource libraries. The solution offers
faceted navigation, full-text and metadata search with click-through access to source
systems.

Monoprix

• Full-text search of both structured
data and unstructured content
• Flexible querying on both data and
metadata (keywords, phrases, alphanumeric codes, data attributes, etc.)
• Faceted navigation and refinement
of results through dynamic content
categorization
• Type-ahead query completion and
related query suggestions
• Fuzzy matching aids like auto-spelling
correction and matching via synonyms, phonetics and approximate
spelling
• Business user control over relevancy
tuning and flexible application of
business rules

Hypermarket, Owned by Galeries Lafayette (#149) and Casino (#26)
With CloudView, Monoprix was able to replace complex navigation systems and lengthy
forms with single text-box access to Sharepoint content, company directories, store
directories and operating procedures. The new search system was adopted immediately
with no training, with Intranet portal consultations jumping 80% in just 15 days and users
reporting the service ‘exceeded their expectations.’

Top 50 Global Retailer
Hypermarket/Supermarket Chain
In just one month, CloudView enabled this group, which operates over 2000 outlets
under multiple brands, to open up full access to both structured data (central databases,
enterprise application data) and non-structured content (reports, documents, etc.) via its
Intranet while automating a complex manual system of managing access rights across
regions, brands and business units.
A single, familiar text-box for launching any search,
discovery or analysis task.
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2) Integrated, Real-Time Business Analytics

BENEFITS

While conventional Business Intelligence (BI) continues to fulfill the need for deep
historical reporting and highly complex analytics, CloudView search-based applications
(SBAs) fulfill the need for flexible, day-to-day operational intelligence supporting a wide
range of business processes.

• Gain real-time operational visibility

CloudView SBAs provide natural, timely access to analytical data currently only
accessible to expert users, or available only through periodic, pre-packaged reports.

• Extend decision intelligence to a broader base of users

This allows a broad base of users to benefit from the significant assets held inside
systems such as Product Lifecycle Management (PLM), Program Management (PM),
Supply Chain Management (SCM), Customer Relationship Management (CRM),
Enterprise Resources Planning (ERP), and Business Intelligence (BI).

Standout Features

In addition to bringing new value and relevance to enterprise systems, CloudView can
also be used to mine the Web resources likes social networks, consumer forums, media
sites, and industry blogs) for ‘Voice of the Customer’(VOC) information, and to transform
this data into actionable intelligence via VOC dashboards.

• Reporting and analytics can be
launched with simple natural language queries and refined by dynamic,
one-click menus

Business Analytics: Customer Successes
Top 50 Global Retailer
Hypermarket
Another leading hypermarket chain is improving financial visibility and reactivity by
improving accounting staff access to General Ledger data in the SAP Operational Data
Store (ODS). Implementing a CloudView SBA for this purpose has slashed data latency
from 12 hours to quasi real-time, transformed sluggish performance into sub-second
responsiveness, replaced limited navigational capabilities with unlimited multidimensional drill-down, and improved performance of the ODS by offloading routing
information requests. The proof-of-concept for this SBA was developed in only a day and
a half using 1.5 million lines of SAP data CloudView indexed in just one hour.
This same company is also using an SBA to derive real time intelligence from POS data
that could only previously be extracted by expert users executing pre-defined requests.
The new SBA indexes the full details of millions of daily cash register receipts, and
opens these receipts up for unlimited, multi-dimensional reporting and drill down – all
launched with natural language requests entered in a single text-box. The POC for this
SBA took only 1 day to develop, with 5.6 million lines of data indexed in less than 3 hours
by a single server.

• Enhance agility in identifying and
reacting to exceptions
• Improve day-to-day and long-range  
decision making

• Supports non-intrusive, real-time
reporting

• Offers unlimited drill on any and every
data attribute maintained in source
systems
• Can deliver sub-second responsiveness against large data sets
• Can be used with no training
• Can extract intelligence from both
enterprise and Web sources
• All reporting and analytic functions
are 100% automated (no data integration, complex data modeling or SQL
queries required)

Another SBA is bringing similar usability, performance and agility to reporting and
analytics for loyalty program data. The POC for this SBA was likewise developed in one
day, with 6 million lines of data indexed in 1.5 hours. Most importantly, staff can now
cross-reference loyalty program data with the details from the POS SBA to significantly
improve the timeliness and accuracy of customer analytics and segmentation.
Find it faster, more securely and smarter on any scale
with Exalead CloudView

Top 50 Global Retailer
Hypermarket
An leading hypermarket chain is enabling its staff to make more profitable merchandising decisions by using CloudView to integrate key performance metrics into a drag-anddrop 3D planogram system.
The CloudView platform aggregates data from the company’s Product Data Management (PDM) system and Business Intelligence (BI) platform, and displays user-selected
metrics right over the products used in the 3D layout. For any given store and time
period, users can select metrics at the product, category or supplier level such as:

«The elements that make search
powerful are not necessarily the search
box, but the ability to bring together
multiple types of information quickly
and understandably, in real time, and at
massive scale.”
Susan Feldman, IDC LINK, June 9, 2010

• Units sold
• Revenue (in % or figures)
• Profit margins (in % or figures)
CloudView then performs independent calculations that give designers instant feedback
on their choices, including calculations of revenue and profit margin per linear meter
or per planogram; percentage of total shelf or planogram space occupied by particular
products, product categories or suppliers; and performance comparison of products,
product categories or suppliers at the store, regional and global level.

3) Multi-Channel Commerce
The Ideal Platform for New Services
In an era of price and product transparency, retailers must develop a compelling
customer experience that is seamless across all retail channels:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Store
Mobile
Web/PC
Point of Sale
Kiosk
Call center
Catalog/direct sales

To achieve this, retailers need an IT infrastructure that can:
1) propagate a consistent view of customers, products and transactions across myriad
channels, and
2) enable rapid deployment of new applications as devices and consumer behavior evolve.
The CloudView SBA architecture is ideally suited to meeting these challenges. It
provides the fully independent, consolidated data layer multi-channel retailing requires
(without conventional data integration). It can aggregate data from all relevant systems
to construct 360° views of key business entities (customers, products, transactions, etc.)
and keep this data up to date in real time.
And, because CloudView was engineered for high-volume, read-only transactions on the
Web against impossible to forecast traffic, the platform allows you to extend information access to an unlimited number of users (customers, staff, partners, etc.) worldwide
without impacting production systems.

BENEFITS
• Deliver a consistent and engaging
shopping experience across all touch
points
• Ensure anywhere, anytime access to
real-time data
• Eliminate the high IT costs and
disruption usually associated with new
channels
• Sharpen your understanding of customer needs and behavior
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A Performance Accelerator for Existing
eCommerce Systems
In addition to providing the information access infrastructure retailers need to develop
new channels, CloudView also helps retailers significantly improve the performance of
their existing ecommerce systems even as it lowers infrastructure costs (CloudView uses
a fraction of the resources of conventional databases systems and by its search competitors). In particular, retailers are using CloudView to enhance their existing ecommerce
systems by:

Standout Features
• Provides a single independent data
layer to serve unlimited channels
• Provides 360°, real-time views of customers, products and transactions
• Can deliver data in message sizes
optimized for different channels
• Supports the deployment of new
applications in just days or weeks

• Automatically enriching product catalog data with content from select Web resources
(user ratings and comments, product specifications, multimedia, manuals, etc.)
• Industrializing cross-selling and upselling through semantic technologies
• Boosting conversion rates through more successful search, with fuzzy matching,
one-click search refinement and menus that adapt on the fly to an individual user’s
interests

• Uses semantic technologies to boost
search success and merchandising
effectiveness

Multi-Channel Enablement: Use Cases

• Scales to any volume of data or number of users

• Enforces security at the infrastructure
level
• Is non-intrusive to source systems

Top 100 Global Retailer
Specialty Retail/Consumer Packaged Goods
This company is using CloudView to power an ambitious new messaging, collaboration
and communication platform that offers staff a single point of access to all personal,
team and corporate information. In particular, the use of CloudView provides the independent data layer and agile information interaction needed to support a new generation
of social, mobile and location-based applications to be delivered through the portal’s
private application store. This store will feature a mix of both private and public applications, with flexible usage-based billing options.

Beyond Search, a Highly Effective
Consumer Dashboard
TRUSTED QUERIES

BUSINESS CONSOLE

Auto-completion to
guide user through
catalog

Highlight the most relevant
products with Premium
Ranking & Sponsored Links

MERCHANDISING
MODULE

SEMANTIC FACTORY

Top 100 Global Retailer
Supermarket Chain
A leading supermarket chain is creating an independent data layer to make it easier for
store staff to access up-to-date product information while at the same time putting into
place the infrastructure it needs to develop its e/m-Commerce channels.

CDiscount.com
Discount Shopping Site
The online discount shopping subsidiary of the Casino group (#26 retailer worldwide) is
using user-centered search and navigation, industrialized merchandising and semantic
Web/database mash-ups to boost site traffic, improve its conversion rate, increase
average cart size, and improve cross-selling and upselling — all while lowering operational costs. CloudView processes 400 queries per second against 5 million records using
just 3 servers.

Virgin Megastore
Music & Entertainment
This retailer is using CloudView to increase the profitability of one of its distribution
channels, VirginMega.fr, France’s top Internet site for music and video downloads.
CloudView is providing more successful search and merchandising for an inventory of
5,500,000 songs, 450,000 albums, 20,000 videos and 10,000 movies.

Refine search by price
brand, category, etc.
Manage the conversion
tunnel

Mash-Ups:
Automatically enrich data
with Web content (blogs,
sites, forums...)

Why CloudView?
Exalead CloudView has emerged as the market’s top platform for search and search-based applications (SBAs) because
CloudView offers performance, usability and agility unmatched by any of its competitors:
• It is the only enterprise search platform developed simultaneously for the Web and the enterprise, enabling it to apply
advanced semantic processing to Web-scale volumes of data while delivering exceptional usability.
• It is ideally engineered to enable information access, discovery and analysis in a cloud environment.
• It offers equally adept analysis and processing of both unstructured and structured data, with a unique capacity to
transform unstructured data (documents, email, etc.) into structured data and to meaningfully connect it with existing
structured data (databases, PDM, ERP, SCM, CRM, etc.).
• It is extremely resource-efficient, delivering high performance using remarkably lean resources. CloudView uses
only a tiny fraction of the resources required by conventional database systems, and on average 1/5th the hardware
resources of its competitors. And, CloudView scales linearly and infinitely simply by adding low cost servers—no
painful data migration or expensive proprietary hardware required.
• It features unique administrative tools that accelerate development and facilitate management, like a drag-n-drop
mash-up builder and WYSIWYG control over data relevancy and ranking. CloudView SBAs can typically be prototyped in
days and deployed in just weeks.
In addition to these platform advantages, no other vendor has Exalead’s depth of experience in deploying successful
SBAs. However, as seeing is believing, we invite you to contact us today for a demonstration of some of our automotive
applications, or to request a Proof-of-Concept (POC) addressing your toughest information access challenges and built
using your own data, a process that usually takes our team just a few days. We guarantee you’ll be impressed with the
extraordinary value CloudView can reveal in the information assets your already possess.

Contact us to discover for yourself why Exalead is the right search platform
to work with your structured and unstructured information.
Visit www.exalead.com to learn more.

About Exalead

Contact Us

•  E.U. Headquarters, Paris, France - U.S. Headquarters, San Francisco, CA
•  Offices in 7 countries
•  250+ customers worldwide
•  Founded in 2000 by AltaVista executives

Exalead, S.A.
10, place de la Madeleine
75008 Paris
France
Tel: +33 (0)1 55 35 26 26
Fax: +33 (0)1 55 35 26 27
www.exalead.com

Exalead is a division of Dassault Systèmes, whose 9000 employees and 6000 partners provide 3D based applications,
PLM based applications, and Search based applications to more than 115,000 customers in 80 countries.

